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Deutsche Bank | Internship Vacancy | Benelux Investment Banking
Join a leading Benelux investment banking team
Deutsche Bank is a leading global investment bank with a strong European network. Our Corporate Finance business
provides the full range of advisory and financing products and services of a leading global investment bank. Our clients
include large-cap and mid-cap corporates, financial institutions, governments, government agencies and financial
sponsors. We recognise that selecting the right investment banking partner can be the key to a company’s success.
Our relationships are enhanced by industry sector, country and regional expertise, closely aligned to high-quality client
solutions. We offer both buyside and sellside advisory services for mergers and acquisitions, restructuring advisory,
debt and equity capital raising services and structured equity transactions. We are able to advise on innovative crossborder and regional transactions in the US, Europe and Asia Pacific.
The Benelux Corporate Finance internship at Deutsche Bank enables you to develop essential skills and gain
experience in a challenging and dynamic environment. You will be working on the execution of live transactions and
will be assisting in the origination of projects. Teams usually include both Amsterdam and London-based bankers
providing you with international investment banking exposure.
We offer
-

All-year-round slots for 3 to 4-month internships at our Amsterdam office
Prospects of full-time offers for top performers

Your Profile and background
Deutsche Bank is looking for excellent students with powerful minds. We recruit highly motivated individuals from
diverse backgrounds and cultures, all of whom possess:
-

Commitment to personal growth and career development
Developed analytical skills
Creative problem-solving abilities
Good communication skills
A client-focused approach
A proactive and can-do attitude

While your academic excellence and relevant work experience are valuable to us, the personal qualities you bring to
the table are equally important. Leadership potential is imperative, along with a demonstrated interest in finance.
Our values define the working environment we strive to create – diverse, supportive and welcoming of different views.
We embrace a culture reflecting a variety of perspectives, insights and backgrounds to drive innovation. We build
talented and diverse teams to drive business results and encourage our people to develop to their full potential. Talk
to us about flexible work arrangements and other initiatives we offer.
We promote good working relationships and encourage high standards of conduct and work performance. We
welcome applications from talented people from all cultures, countries, races, genders, sexual orientations, disabilities,
beliefs and generations and are committed to providing a working environment free from harassment, discrimination
and retaliation.
Requirements
-

Finalising academic university education; ideally in penultimate year of study
Fluent Dutch and English (written and spoken)

Selection process
The first selection round is based on an assessment of the quality of your Curriculum Vitae, grades and motivation
letter. For the further rounds you will be invited for several one-on-one interviews where your CV and motivation will
be further discussed and where your affinity with finance, your analytical thinking and numerical skills will be assessed.
Further information and applications
If you are interested in our Benelux Corporate Finance internship in Amsterdam, please send your CV along with a
cover letter (explaining your motivation) and grade lists (both secondary school and university) to our recruitment team:
recruitment.beneluxcf@db.com
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